A PEEK INTO SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADE

Dear Parent/Student,
Here is a peek into what you can look forward to in seventh and eighth grade. We begin and end
the year with our theme verse, James 1:5, where we learn that all wisdom comes from GOD.

CURRICULUM:
MATH
Are you one of those who would rather escape or go into
invisible mode rather than doing your Math? Well you will
change your mindset in this class. We will be taking an Oh!
so FUN approach towards learning Math, especially PreAlgebra (No, It isn’t as complicated as it sounds!) We will
learn to use letters (variables) as numbers, unravel their
mystery and find values, manipulate shapes in geometry
and learn all about Polynomials. Above all, in everything we
learn, we will answer the question that matters most: WHY
oh WHY do we even have to learn this?
LANGUAGE ARTS
“To capitalize or not to capitalize?”
“When and why do I underline/italicize?”
“How do I prepare my resume’?” --- Questions like these and many more
will be answered, in detail through Writing and Grammar. Your
Vocabulary meter may go off charts, because, you will add many new
words to your repertoire! We will so peacefully bask in literature while
analyzing the characters and the plot from a Biblical point of view! One
WORD -- it’s going to be INTRIGUING!

WORLD HISTORY AND EARTH SCIENCES
The rise and fall of world cultures, revolutions and wars of independence, what makes a nation
prosper and what powers those in power -- these and many more will be explored in World History.
The Why’s, what’s and how’s of the magnificent Earth and the Universe that GOD created will be
studied in depth in Earth Science…We will learn that GOD has given us authority over this world and
that we are to exercise dominion, by mastering these subject

BIBLICAL TRUTHS AND BIBLE INTEGRATION

“Keep this Book of the Law always on your lips; meditate on
it day and night, so that you may be careful to do everything
written in it. Then you will be prosperous and successful.” -Joshua 1:8
And that’s what we’re going to do. We will study the Bible as
a separate subject, but even more we will study the other
subjects in light of the Bible. We will dig deep into HIS word,
we will apply it and we will learn to see the world through it.

EXTRA AND CO CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
We will have debate and elocution competitions, presentations on topics learned and physical
education too (and do not forget...Pizza Parties!)
We will try, to the best of our ability and strength, to grow in every facet of our lives -- Spiritual,
Academic and Social. We will strive together so we can be complete and equipped for all good
work! (2Tim. 3:17)
In a nutshell, we learn and learn a lot, but we have fun every bit of the way..!!
So, Come and let’s learn, while we have fun!

